Effective Lender
Allocation
The acquisition of a consumer loan is arguably the most
profitable activity in a branch, and this document
discusses strategies for allocating lenders in a way that
maximizes profitability.
The chart below illustrates that a $10,000.00 loan over
48 months with an interest rate spread of 10% to cost
of funds contributes $2,257.00 in net interest earnings
over its life – $913.00 in the first year alone.

Effective Lender Allocation
The benefits of such business are clear. One
might therefore assume that all significant
consumer lending institutions have rational
and sound methodologies for ensuring
enough staffing resources are present at each
delivery point - that a strategy and plan are in
place to "scoop up" every loan of acceptable
quality that may be available. Logically,
resources that are not being used effectively
in one location will be re-allocated to another
location where revenue generation will be
maximized.
In reality, this is hardly ever the case and
lenders are mostly distributed without much
thought as to how their effectiveness can be
maximised.
The most common practice is to allocate
lenders on existing (not potential) portfolio
size – i.e. on numbers of accounts and/or loan
balances outstanding. Another popular
approach makes it the responsibility of a
district executive to intuitively allocate a total
(district) complement among branches and
then to each major function within each
branch. Here, the resulting allocation is often
driven by business pressures within the district
– the "squeaky wheel" syndrome.
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Proactive Marketing.
Loan Screening (Interviewing & Decisioning).
Loan Booking
Portfolio Maintenance/Servicing
Collections (where a branch responsibility).

Additionally, the model must adequately reflect that
the conditions impacting the workload involved in
each of the process components above will vary
significantly from branch to branch.

The major variables are:










Loan Types offered, and the impact of processing
times of each type.
% of new applicants that have to be proactively
marketed (as opposed to applicants who walk
into the branch unsolicited)
Average new loan size
Approval Rate
Booking Rate
Incidence of customer servicing requests
(balances, etc.)
Portfolio pay-down or run-off rate
Delinquency experience, and the amount of
collection effort required.

Lastly and most importantly, the Model must be
based on empirical and defensible data, and must
produce "results" that Lenders and Managers can
accept and buy into as representing their particular
set of circumstances.
An example: a recent Staffing Model developed on
behalf of a client Bank identified that:
1)

loan growth targets needed major adjustments –
many branch targets were reduced and many
increased, with a net overall increase in loan
growth

2)

many branches were overstaffed and some
understaffed

3)

after a substantial redistribution, it was possible to
reduce complement by some 25% (counting only
"whole" body savings), while attaining higher
growth

In summary, a well-developed Staffing Model can and
should go beyond simply answering static questions
about how many lenders are needed in a particular
branch. Properly constructed and utilized, it can
provide a new paradigm or framework for managing
the lending business in a far more discrete and
proactive way than at present. The end result will be
increased profit arising from the largest possible
portfolios of acceptable quality loans.
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